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1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .A map : 0,  0, is said to be a gauge function if  is continuous
Ž . Ž . Ž  .and strictly monotone,  0  0, and lim  t  . Suppose E,  ist
Ž  .an arbitrary real normed linear space with dual E*,  . Given a gauge
function , the set-valued mapping J : E 2 E* defined by
² :        J x u* E* : x , u*  x  u* ; u*   x 4Ž .
² :is called the duality map with gauge function , where , denotes the
Ž .duality pairing. In the particular case  t  t, the duality map J is called
the normalized duality map and is denoted simply by J. We shall also be
Ž . q1interested in the special case when  t  t , q 1. In this case, the
Ž .map is denoted by J . Note that J  J.q 2
The duality map plays an important role in defining the positiity of
nonlinear operators. We amplify this statement for the classes of operators
needed in this paper.
Ž  .DEFINITION 1.1. Let K be a nonempty subset of E,  and let T :
K E be any map. Then T is called:
 Ž .pseudocontractie if for each x, y K , there exists j x y 
Ž . ² Ž .:   2J x y such that Tx Ty, j x y  x y ;
 Ž .strongly pseudocontractie if there exists k 0, 1 such that for
Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:each x, y K , there exists j x y  J x y with Tx Ty, j x y
  2 k x y .
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Interest in pseudocontractive maps stems mainly from their firm connec-
tion with the important class of nonlinear accretie operators.
DEFINITION 1.2. An operator A: E E is said to be:
 Ž . Ž .accretie if for each x, y E, there exists j x y  J x y such
² Ž .:that Ax Ay, j x y  0,
 strongly accretie if there exists a  0 such that for each x, y E,
Ž . Ž .there exists j x y  J x y such that
  2² :Ax Ay , j x y   x y .Ž .
 Ž . Ž .maximal accretie if it is accretive and the inclusion G A 	G B ,
Ž . Ž .with B: E E accretive, implies G A G B , where for an arbitrary
Ž . Žoperator U, G U denotes its graph. A map T : E E is called maximal
Ž . .pseudocontractie if I T is maximal accretive.
Ž .Clearly, A is accretive if and only if T I A is pseudocontractive.
An early fundamental result in the theory of accretive operators, due to
 
Browder 2 , states that the initial-value evolution system
du
 Au 0, u 0  uŽ . 0dt
is solvable if A is locally Lipschitzian and accretive. Thus the solutions of
the equation Au 0 or, equivalently, the fixed points of pseudocontrac-
tions T correspond to the equilibrium or stationary state of the evolution
system. Consequently, considerable research efforts, especially within the
past 15 years or so, have been devoted to iterative methods for approximat-
Žing solutions of Au 0 when A is accretive or, correspondingly, fixed
.points of pseudocontractions . In the special case in which the operator T
 
is Lipschitz and strongly pseudocontractive, the Mann process 9 , x  K ,0
x  1 c x  c Tx , n 0, 1Ž . Ž .n1 n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .where i 0 c  1 for all integers n 0; ii lim c  0; iii Ýc  ,n n n
has been successfully employed in approximating fixed points of such
mappings.
This success, however, has not extended to Lipschitz pseudocontractions
T even when the domain of the operator T is a compact conex subset of a
Hilbert space. In fact, it became an open question whether or not the Mann
Ž  
.iteration process converges for this class of nonlinear maps see, e.g., 7 .
It is our purpose in this paper to describe the progress made in this
direction. In Section 2, we examine three other iterative methods which
have been introduced for approximating fixed points of Lipschitz pseudo-
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contractive maps in Hilbert spaces. In Section 3, we define acceptably paired
sequences in terms of certain geometric properties of real normed linear
spaces and, in Section 4, we present new results including an example
which resolves the above long standing open question in the negative. We
conclude with a couple of questions of interest.
2. THREE ITERATION METHODS
2.1. The Method of Ishikawa
In 1974, the following theorem was proved.
Ž  
.THEOREM 2.1 Ishikawa 8 . If  K is a compact conex subset of a
Hilbert space H, T : K K is a Lipschitz pseudocontractie map, and x is0
 4any point of K , then the sequence x defined iteratiely byn n0
x  1  x   T 1  x   Tx 2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n n n n n n
 4  4conerges strongly to a fixed point of T where  ,  satisfy the followingn n
conditions:
Ž .i 0     1;n n
Ž .ii lim   0;n
Ž .iii Ý   .n n
2.2. The Method of Bruck
 
A second iteration method was introduced by Bruck 3 . We first need
 
the following definition partly due to Halpern 6 .
 
  4  4DEFINITION 2.2 3 . Two sequences  and 	 of nonnegative realn n
 4numbers are said to be acceptably paired if 	 is decreasing, lim 	  0,n n
 Ž .4and there exists a strictly increasing sequence n i of positive integers
such that
Ž .n i1
lim inf 	    0 3Ž .ÝnŽ i. j
i Ž .jn i
Ž .n i1
lim 	  	    0 4Ž .ÝnŽ i. nŽ i1. j
i Ž .jn i
and
Ž .n i1
2lim   0. 5Ž .Ý j
i Ž .jn i
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1 1Ž  
. Ž .EXAMPLE 2.3 Bruck 3 . Let   for all n and 	  log log nn nn
Ž . ifor n 2. Take n i  i . Then  and 	 are acceptably paired. Indeed,n n
from the integral test, one obtains
n nn
1 1 1j  t dt j .Ý ÝH
mjm1 jm
This leads to the estimates
Ž .n i1
1 log i 1    log i ,Ž . Ý j
Ž .jn i
so that
Ž .n i1 log iŽ .
	   .ÝnŽ i. j log i log log iŽ .Ž .jn i
Ž . Ž .Then 3  5 are satisfied. Note that  	 decreases to 0 as n .n n
We now have the following theorem.
Ž  
.THEOREM 2.4 Bruck 3 . Let U be a maximal monotone operator on a
Ž . ŽHilbert space H with 0 in the range R U of U note that, equialently, U is
.  4  4maximal accretie . Suppose  and 	 are acceptably paired, zH, andn n
 4 Ž .the sequence x 	D U satisfiesn
x  x     	 x  z ,  U x , n 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž .Ž .n1 n n n n n n n
 4  4  4If x and  are bounded, then x conerges strongly to x*, the point ofn n n
1Ž .U 0 closest to z.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.5. A single-valued mapping T : D T 	HH is called
demicontinuous if it is strong-to-weak continuous.
One important corollary of Theorem 2.4 is the following theorem on
iterative approximation of fixed points of demicontinuous pseudocontrac-
tions.
Ž  
.THEOREM 2.6 Bruck 3, p. 124 . Let K be a nonempty closed conex
and bounded subset of a Hilbert space H and suppose T : K K is a
demicontinuous single-alued pseudocontraction. Then, T has a fixed point in
 4  4 Ž .K and wheneer  and 	 are acceptably paired,  1 	  1 for all n,n n n n
 4z K , and x  K , the sequence x defined by1 n
x  1  x   Tx   	 z x , n 1, 2, . . . , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n n n n n n
remains in K and conerges strongly to the fixed point of T closest to z.
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2.3. The Method of Schu
To introduce the third method, we begin with the following definition,
 
again partly due to Halpern 6 .
Ž 4  4. Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.7. A set of sequences  ,   0,  0, 1 is saidn n
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .  4to have property A if i  is decreasing, ii  is strictly increasing,n n
Ž .  4iii there is a sequence of strictly increasing nonnegative integers n
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..such that: a lim  1   , b lim 1   1   1, andn n n nn
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..c lim     1   0.n n nn
Ž  
.THEOREM 2.8 Schu 11, Theorem 2.4 . Let H be a Hilbert space, let
 KH be closed bounded and conex, let 
 K ; T : K K be
 4  4pseudocontractie and Lipschitzian with constant L 0, let  and  ben n
Ž . Ž 4  4.sequences in 0, 1 with lim   1, lim   0 such that  ,  hasn n n n
Ž . Ž .Ž .1 ŽŽ . .property A , 1  1  is bounded, and lim 1    0,n n n n
Ž 2Ž .2 .12where k  1  1 L and    k for all integers n 0; fixn n n n n
an arbitrary z  K and define for all integers n 0,0
z   1  z   Tz  1  
 . 7 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n1 n n n n n1
 4Then z conerges strongly to the unique fixed point of T closest to 
.n
Theorem 2.8 has some advantages over Theorem 2.1. First, the recursion
Ž . Ž .formula 7 is slightly simpler than 2 . More importantly, no compactness
assumption is imposed on K. However, the choices of  and  inn n
Theorem 2.8 are not as simple as those of  and  in Theorem 2.1n n
Ž Ž .12 .where one can choose     1 n for all positive integers n .n n
Ž .An example of sequences satisfying Condition A is given in the proof
of the following corollary of theorem 2.8.
Ž  
.COROLLARY 2.9 Schu 11 . Let H be a Hilbert space, let K	H be
closed bounded conex, let 
 K ; T : K K be pseudocontractie and
Ž .1Lipschitzian with constant L 0, let c 1 L , and let z  K ; for0
Ž .12 Ž .14nN define   1 n 1 ,   n 1 c, andn n
z    T z  1  z  1  
 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n1 n n n n n1
 4Then z conerges strongly to the unique fixed point of T closest to 
.n
Ž 2Ž .2 .12 ŽProof. Define k  1  1 L ;    k and   nn n n n n n
.58 
  
  41 , where y max nN : n y . Then, a combination of the tech-
 
 Ž 4  4.nique of Halpern 6 with some easy calculations shows that  , n n
Ž .has property A . The result follows from Theorem 2.8.
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3. ACCEPTABLY PAIRED SEQUENCES
Let E be a real normed linear space of dimension  2. The modulus of
smoothness  of E is defined byE
   x y  x y
      sup  1 : x , y E, x  1, y   ,Ž .E ½ 52
 0.
Ž .If    0 for all  0, then E is said to be smooth. If there exist aE
Ž . qconstant c 0 and a real number 1 q , such that    c , thenE
E is said to be quniformly smooth. The real normed linear space E is
Ž .called uniformly smooth if lim    0. 0 E
Typical examples are the L , l , and W m spaces which are quniformlyp p p
Ž  
.smooth with q 2 if 2 p  and q p if 1 p 2 see, e.g., 12 .
Ž  
.We now give extensions of Definition 2.2 see, e.g., 5 .
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth normed linear space
 4  4with modulus of smoothness  . Then, two sequences  and 	 ofE n n
 4nonnegative real numbers will be called acceptably paired if 	 is decreas-n
 Ž .4ing, lim 	  0, and there exists a strictly increasing sequence n i ofn i1
Ž . Ž .positive integers such that conditions 3 and 4 of Definition 2.2 are
Ž .satisfied and condition 5 is replaced with
Ž .n i1
lim    M  0, for some M 0. 5*Ž .Ž .Ý E j
i Ž .jn i
DEFINITION 3.2. Let E be a real quniformly smooth normed linear
 4  4space. Then, two sequences  and 	 of nonnegative real numbers willn n
be called acceptably paired provided the conditions of Definitions 3.1 are
Ž .satisfied with condition 5* replaced with the following condition:
Ž .n i1
qlim   0, q 0, . 5**Ž . Ž .Ý j
i Ž .jn i
We remark that Definition 2.2 is a special case of Definition 3.2 in which
p 2.
 
   EXAMPLE 3.3 5 . Let 0 p 1, 0 qmin 0 qmin min p, 1
4 Ž .  44 Ž . pp , p* 1 min p, 1 p , for p* 1, and define   n , 	 n n
q  Ž .4  
  4  4n , n i constructed as in 3, Example 2, p. 125 . Then,  and 	 aren n
acceptably paired in the sense of Definition 3.2.
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4. SOME RESULTS AND QUESTIONS
Ž . Ž . Ž .The recursion formulas 2 , 6 , and 7 were introduced to approximate
fixed points of Lipschitz pseudocontractions in Hilbert spaces because it
was not known whether or not the Mann iteration process with the simpler
Ž .  
recursion formula 1 would converge for this class of operators. In 7 ,
Hicks and Kubicek gave an example of a discontinuous pseudocontraction
for which the Mann iteration process failed. Likewise, this process failed
for Lipschitz non-pseudocontractive maps as has been shown in Borwein
 
and Borwein 1 . The problem of whether or not the Mann sequences
Žconverges for continuous pseudocontractions or even Lipschitz pseudo-
.contractions remained open. This problem has, however, now finally been
resolved in the negative by Mutangadura and the author who produced the
following simple example.
 
 2EXAMPLE 4.1 10 . Let H be the real Hilbert space  under the usual
Ž . Euclidean inner product. If x a, b H, we define x H to be
Ž .    4b,a . Let K xH : x  1 and set
1 1
   K  xH : x  , K  xH :  x  1 .1 2½ 5 ½ 52 2
Define T : K K as follows:
 x x , if x K1 xTx  x x , if x K . 2 x
Then
1. T is Lipschitz and pseudocontractive.
2. The origin is the unique fixed point of T.
3. No Mann sequence converges to the fixed point, zero.
4. No Mann sequence converges to any x 0.
Theorem 2.8 has recently been extended to quniformly smooth Banach
Žspaces that admit weak sequential continuous duality maps e.g., l spaces,p
.1 p  ; Theorem 2.6 has been extended to real uniformly smooth
ŽBanach spaces. We note that every Hilbert space has normal structure see,
 
 .e.g., 5 for definition . In particular, we have the following theorems.
 
THEOREM 4.2 4 . Let K be a nonempty closed conex and bounded
subset of a quniformly smooth Banach space possessing a weakly sequentially
Ž .continuous duality map. Suppose that i T : K K is pseudocontractie and
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant L 0 ; ii   0, 1 with lim   1,n n
Ž . Ž 4  4. Ž . Ž .Ž  0, 1 with lim   0,  ,  has property A , 1  1n n n n n
.1 1Ž . 1 is bounded, and lim  1   0, where    k and k n n n n n n n
 qŽ .q 
q11 c  L 1 . For z  K arbitrary, and for each positie integer n,q n 0
 4define the sequence z , for arbitrary 
 K , byn
z  1  
  y , y  1  z   Tz .Ž . Ž .n1 n1 n1 n n n n n n
 4Then z conerges strongly to a fixed point of T.n
 
THEOREM 4.3 5 . Let K be a nonempty closed conex and bounded
subset of a real uniformly smooth Banach space E which has normal structure.
Let T : K K be a single-alued pseudocontractie map. Then any maximal
 4  4pseudocontractie extension T* of T has a fixed point in K , and if  , 	n n
Ž .are acceptably paired as in Definition 3.1,  1 	  1 for all positien n
 4integers n, z K arbitrary, and x  K , then the sequence x defined by1 n
x  1  x   Tx   	 z xŽ . Ž .n1 n n n n n n n
remains in K and conerges strongly to a fixed point of T*.
Since its publication in 1974, Theorem 2.1, to the best of the knowledge
of the author, has never been extended to general Banach spaces.
Consequently, it is clear that the following problems are of interest:
1. Is Theorem 2.1 extendable to general real Banach spaces?
Ž2. Is Theorem 2.8 extendable to more general Banach spaces in
.particular, to real uniformly smooth Banach spaces ? A first step in this
Ž .regard would be to consider the L spaces 1 p , p 2 , which dop
not possess weak sequential continuous duality maps.
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